Honorable Chair Rosenbaum, Vice Chair Ferrioli, and Committee Members
I urge a NO vote on SB 1515
In light of the information we have received from Ed Snowdon, there is no computer, hard drive,
digital communication device or web service that the NSA can not penetrate. The NSA is a 60
Billion dollar government organization that is regulated by a secret court unanswerable to "we
the people" and is violating at least our 4th Amendment rights. Abuse has occurred.
The IRS knows all about our finances. Whom we give money to for political, health, charity, and
property expenses. Where we get our money. We know they have targeted particular non
profit groups for political purposes. They admitted it and apologized for it. Even asked them
what was the content of their prayers. Abuse has occurred.
Obamacare will determine our ability to get health services. Control our Drs. Determine which
medicine we can get. Someone will decide who gets what care and by whom. Abuse potential?
Pretty high!
FDA decides who can get specific cancer treatment on new drugs. People have died.
The TSA does unconstitutional searches on our persons and property without probable cause
when we fly commercial airplanes. Grandma's with cancer, and little children have had their
private parts and undergarments checked. Abuses are obvious to the traveler.
They know what credit card charges we make, I think that one is the FTC.
Computer intelligence is expanding exponentially. Connecting all these pieces of information
together. Abuse is inevitable. Someday by the computer program itself, if artificial intelligence
keeps growing. For Now, it's people we need to be concerned about.
Power is intoxicating. We are sinners by nature. "Power Corrupts, Absolute Power, Corrupts
Absolutely!"
Our Founders wanted the power to remain with the people. Our ballot is one of the few threads
of hope we can cling to.
If those in power can determine how you vote, that you oppose them, and they can determine
what health services you get, or persecute you for their purposes. No one would be free to think
for themselves without consequences EVER AGAIN. Would you dare vote, if would be used
against you or your family?
The US has enemies that would love to attack us. Internet voting would just leave one more
vulnerability to guard, but can we trust the guard .. or the NSA watching them.
OREGON'S RECENT HISTORY HAS DEMONSTRATED WE ARE NOT CAPABLE OF
BUILDING A SECURE WEB PORTAL ie Cover Oregon, and the recent crash of the SOS
website does not boost confidence. There is no way to do anything securely and anonymously.

IP addresses are traceable. No secure and anonymous paper trail to audit if a electronic crash
occurred. This would be the end of any hope of election integrity.
No to SB1515: the study of NSA supervised digital secure but anonymous elections~ It is not
worthy of our tax dollars.
Thank you,
Janice Dysinger
Gresham, OR

